SecurityPac®

Protects cash in teller drawers
and vaults

Criminals Caught
Red-Handed

Global Company
3SI Security Systems is the world leader in asset protection systems designed to recover stolen
cash and high-value assets, apprehend criminals and deter crime.
With over 45 years’ experience and protecting more than 250,000 locations worldwide, our
innovative solutions combat crime through a variety of technologies. We serve thousands of
customers in the financial, retail, transport, ATM, and law enforcement markets.

How Our SecurityPac System Works

Covert Asset
Protection
SecurityPac Dye Packs,
sophisticated and patented,
include the latest technology
to create an effective security
solution. All Dye Packs have the
look and feel of real currency.
Robbers are typically unaware
that the dye pack is included
with the stolen cash.

Crime
Detection

Apprehension
& Recovery

As the robber leaves the
branch, SecurityPac receives
an electronic signal and after a
predetermined period of time,
the Dye Pack activates and emits
a large cloud of red smoke, red
dye and, optionally, tear gas.

The smoke, dye and gas draw
attention to the robber. Criminals
typically drop the cash leading
to recovery. Criminals attempt to
escape, but the dye helps police
catch them “red-handed.”
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Cash Protection
The SecurityPac Electronic Protection
System is a Dye Pack System that aids in
recovering stolen money, apprehending
the robber, and deterring crime.
SecurityPac has been used safely for
over 45 years and protects thousands of
financial institution branches every day.

System Components
Cash Drawer Protection with
ThinPac™ or FlexPac™

System Effectiveness
Easy to Use
The system is easy to use and maintain

ThinPac is the thinnest Dye Pack available
while FlexPac is thicker.

Vault Protection with MTVP™

Covert

The Motion Triggered Vault Pack (MTVP) resembles
cash stored in the vault. The MTVP dye pack has
double the red smoke and red dye for added
staining protection.

Once installed, the SecurityPac System
remains hidden until called to action

The Transmitter

Safe

Resembling either a smoke detector or floor
planter, the SecurityPac transmitter is located
near the exit and produces an electronic signal.
When the robber carries a Dye Pack through
the exit, the transmitter signal communicates
with the electronics inside the pack. The Dye
Pack activates after a pre-determined time
delay when the robber is safely away from the
facility.

Once the robber exits the branch, the Dye Pack
safely activates

Effective
When the red dye and smoke are released, the
dye covers the currency, rendering it worthless.
The dye also gets on the robber and his clothing,
creating evidence for arrest or conviction

Successful
On average, 70% of stolen funds are recovered and
one in three robbers is apprehended when a Dye
Pack is used
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#SaferWorld

Performance Warranty

System Maintenance

A money back guarantee! If there is a
robbery loss which is not recovered within
60 days, 3SI will refund to the customer
the amount of the initial investment for
the system at the robbed facility, or the
net unrecovered loss, whichever is less.

•

Teller Reward Policy
3SI rewards every teller who hands out a
pack in a robbery.
The Performance Warranty and Teller Reward
Policy are for North America Financial Institutions only. All are subject to conditions and
definitions outlined in each Policy. The complete
written policies are available from 3SI.

•

The system is easily maintained with periodic testing of the Dye
Pack batteries and transmitter signal.
Dye Packs are replaced every two years. At this time, 3SI replaces
all the packs, tests the transmitter signals and re-trains branch
personnel.

Service
•
•

3SI provides trained Service Specialists for installation and
comprehensive training of location staff.
Ongoing training and customer support after installation is
provided via downloadable training videos and materials. We
also have a dedicated customer service team available toll-free
24/7/365.

3SI Security Systems is the world leader in asset protection systems.
Our solutions create a #SaferWorld by protecting and recovering stolen cash and
high-value assets, and helping police apprehend criminals.

For more information or to discuss your security needs, contact 3SI Security at 800.523.1430 or email
us at info@3si.com. Ongoing training and customer support is provided by a dedicated customer
service team available toll-free 24/7/365.
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